
Wiz Khalifa, What's The Move (ft. Maxo Kream, SNSTBLVD)
Ooh, I got a band or two
Baby, tell me what's the move
Diamonds wet, come take a cruise
They ain't walkin' in my shoes
Trying, they gon' lose
I don't make excuses
Parked the old one pull up in my new shit
Pull out all my diamonds and them broads gon' lose it
Spend the night with me, now the broad wanna move in

I be on my Queen Khalifa kush, no bullshit
Just one button when I start my car, just push it
I'm with Young Maxo, we be on some hood shit
I just took what you spent on your crib and put it on my wrist
I just took my girl and introduced her to another bitch
Started from the bottom, I had nothing, now I'm gettin' rich
Used to be with Sledgren, he was down to empty out the clip
Now we out in Hollywood rolling up another zip

Who the fuck you with?
Diamonds I got different colors
Police coming, we ain't tellin'
Pack is loud, my kush is yellin'
I can get the whole floor, at the telli
Living like I'm Makaveli
White Benz ike in Belly

Ooh, I got a band or two
Baby, tell me what's the move
Diamonds wet, come take a cruise
They ain't walkin' in my shoes
Trying, they gon' lose
I don't make excuses
Parked the old one and pull up in my new shit
Pull out all my diamonds and them broads gon' lose it
Spend the night with me, now the broad wanna move in

... Maxo see I'm groovin'
My pockets fat like [...
Johnny Dang, fifty on my chain, I bought a Cuban
Diamonds playing peek-a-boo, I snatch a hoe like Pikachu
I give and go, no pick and choose
Crisp C-notes, my money blue
OG gas bag reefer, I slang that Wiz Khalifa
Bust down AP two-tone with a yellow bone diva
Bitch a perfect Mona Lisa, tell me have you seen her
Like Venus and Serena, indica, sativa
Bad bitch like Meagan Good
No swishers, we smokin' wood
She suck me and slurp me good
Been pimpin' my money good
Big crippin', it's understand
I be thumbing through them bands
You wanna do shit but you can't

Ooh, I got a band or two
Baby, tell me what's the move
Diamonds wet, come take a cruise
They ain't walkin' in my shoes
Trying, they gon' lose
I don't make excuses
Parked the old one and pull up in my new shit
Pull out all my diamonds and them broads gon' lose it
Spend the night with me, now the broad wanna move in



Wake up early in the morning, breakfast with my fruit
She came in with him but she love the way I move
Anything he can do, I can do it too
Everything .... Gucci on my shoes
Come back to my backyard, I show you the rules
You could take your drugs, I'm rolling jays by the two
Stripper .... got her feet in the pool
Stars on the ceiling when we go back to my room
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